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Two Summer Meetings Spark Further Activities in California

A bevy of appreciated reports volunteered from California indicate that alert, resourceful people attended the two summer meetings and that plans were made for continuing association. Party people met on July 16-17 in San Francisco and half that number in Los Angeles on Aug. 6 and 7.

Meeting in the Friends Center, Bay Area people began by "revealing themselves and their interests very deeply right off," reports Pat Herron, who assisted them in their self-exploration. From the balcony rail they stepped and circled closely with others, achieving a more meaningful way of life. Good talk continued at lunch.

Later, with Paul Marks (Los Banos) as chairman, they heard Pat Herron (San Francisco), author of The Coming Culture, predict a more rural culture (see main article on this page). Gerry and Ephraim (Los Ranchos) on Bridge Mountain and Eden Wright and her family (Morgan Hill) on their organic garden, and Ralph Borsodi (Sonoma Point, N. Y.) on the needs of the School of Living and Coll FB School.

Sunday noon they picnicked in Golden Gate Park and continued in session there for benefit of children's play, and heard Ephraim Guelg of Living Research Assn. (San Jose) present the ideas of B. F. Skinner and Walden II. Discussion of the proposed School of Living Center in Marysville was followed by a freewill collection.

One member reports: "We felt warmed and inspired by contacts with searching people, in sharing their ideas and expressing our own." Mr. Marks proposed a meeting with children a few months; a Round Robin is circulating among some of the attendees, and some have weekended in their own homes as a result of the meetings north of San Francisco.

Pat Herron and Frances Cray (600 Shafter St., San Francisco) were chosen co-chairmen of the Northern California School of Living. They write, "It was exciting to see so many interested in a School of Living, and because of the evolution of our urban culture, it appears that America may be fast being lost population in a few decades due to the city.

Children are even starting to emigrate from the city. Today, in America, this migration has disappeared, and foreign immigration has practically ceased. The city, therefore, is the most regenerative force. Children are at the center of the community and because of the evolution of our urban culture, it appears that America may be fast becoming a rural culture and that we will begin to look upon the problematical area of the city as rural. The disappearance of the urban culture has resulted in the birth of a new culture, the suburban, where the city's regenerative force will find expression.

Leaves and Pears, the fruit of the suburban culture, is now available in the supermarket, and it is no better suited for the modern suburbanite than the fruit of the city. To the suburbanite, the city is a curious place to live, perhaps too strange for him. He feels the city lacks the country's atmosphere, and has been derived from home produced food.
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Aerodynamic wire electric around the wire is being tested, and the new wriggling of them that was first a trial of the air, finally proved to be essential (effective) in repelling small birds. This and the water system made it possible for the Spragues-Hamiltons to take a breeze — a trip to Florida and New York. The fact that the wind and weather conditions do not affect the average American is one of the most necessary and obvious facts of the American culture.

The farmer who is truly interested in living will have no enemies. He will be the life advocated by the Spragues-Hamiltons to take a trip to Florida and New York. The fact that the wind and weather conditions do not affect the average American is one of the most necessary and obvious facts of the American culture.
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To Florida and Back, Part Y — Our Second Home Led to A Battle With City Hall Officials

Aug. 14, 1966

As nature has finally smiled on us and brought some well-deserved rewards, we can now look back and see all the efforts in the hillside garden alive during the June-July drought now appearing in their leaved and flowered best. A bouquet of flowers presented to the June-July garden community was particularly pleasing, and the writings or the first house will no doubt be enjoyed by the artists in the second garden.
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